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Personalized interactive data visualization about Swiss commuter
Work anywhere

This interactive data visualization is the central element of a 
smart multi-channel marketing campaign for the telecommu-
nications provider Swisscom. It shows commuter flows across 
Switzerland and along the main traffic arteries of transport 
and mobile communication. Selected business clients receive a 
personalized invitation to their company post address. A unique 
URL or QR code guides them to a dedicated website that of-

fers a personal visualization and information about Swisscom’s 
business client portfolio for IT solutions. This visualization was 
created with my colleague Christian Behrens for the interaction 
design studio MING Labs while the campaign was led by the 
Zurich-based design and marketing agency Eyekon. Watch a non 
personal version (workanywhere.swisscom.ch) or get additional 
information at the MING Labs website (minglabs.com).

http://www.niceone.org
http://www.eyekon.ch
http://workanywhere.swisscom.ch
http://workanywhere.swisscom.ch
http://www.minglabs.com


An intro animation explains the most important elements and guides the user through the visualization.  



After the intro major cities of Switzerland can be selected. The tooltip shows commuter relevant information about the city.



An online visualization tool to explore economic relations 
GED VIZ 

GED VIZ, a project by the Bertelsmann Stiftung, is an online 
tool to visualize complex economic relations between different 
countries. It contributes to a better understanding of the growing 
complexity of economic developments. Users can select coun-
tries and indicators and produce their personal visualization 
which can be shared or published for research, education and 

storytelling. For the design the Bertelsmann Stiftung asked the 
Berlin-based creative consultancy RAUREIF for support. As part 
of the team I was involved in the interface (concept) and design 
of the visualization. This project is explained in detail (with vid-
eos) on the GED documentation page (www.ged-project.de/viz). 
Or try the tool under viz.ged-project.de

http://www.ged-project.de/viz/
http://viz.ged-project.de
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Users can change relations, indicators and add or delete countries.
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All visualizations can be shared, exported or published by the user.



Interactive prognosis for the year 2050
ETP 2012

The International Energy Agency (IEA), based in Paris, is an 
intergovernmental organization established within the OECD 
in 1974. Today, the IEA’s main focus areas are energy security, 
economic development and environmental awareness for its 28 
member countries and beyond. 
For the organization’s flagship publication on energy technolo-
gies, the Energy Technology Perspectives Report 2012, the IEA 
asked Berlin-based interaction design consultancy RAUREIF to 

create a set of visualizations that illustrate how the overall energy 
system will evolve from now  to 2050. In cooperation with RAU-
REIF and Christian Behrens I was responsible for the interaction 
and visualization concept.  
Explore the project: iea.org/etp/explore

http://www.raureif.net
http://www.raureif.net
http://www.raureif.net
http://www.niceone.org
http://iea.org/etp/explore
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The Energy Flows visualization focuses on the transport, industry and buildings sectors, highlighting the different fuels (from oil to biofuels), sectors (from petrochemicals to residential) and end 
uses (from water heating to lighting) that will be affected in the years ahead.
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The Emissions reduction graph allows quickly and easily to see what impact countries, technologies and sectors may have on carbon dioxide emissions in the decades to come.



This design concept is based on an open source software called 
LiquidFeedback, which was created to establish a new voting 
system for proposition development and decision making. Liq-
uidFeedback uses the key elements of Liquid Democracy whilst 
allowing the users to decide if they would like to vote by them-
selves or if they prefer to delegate their voice to another person. 
It was developed in 2009, and through its use by political parties 
such as »The Pirates« in Germany, and other organizations, it 
has gained increasing popularity. During my bachelor thesis I 
examined how citizens, or large groups, can participate in demo-

cratic processes and how a system can represent the opinion of 
a group. I started a cooperation project with the programmers 
of LiquidFeedback, and after an thorough research period with 
user interviews and testings (of the existing system) I rethought 
the concept and came up with some new solutions and design 
proposals.  The process so far is documented in my thesis 
and can be ordered as an online documentation under www.
delegated-voting.info. Information about the current software can 
be viewed here: www.liquidfeedback.org

An online participation system on the basis of the Liquid Democracy (thesis)
Digital Democracy 

www.delegated-voting.info
www.delegated-voting.info
http://www.liquidfeedback.org
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This is the starting page after the login. Users get a quick overview of the current proposals in their field of interest. In the fast access area (right side) they can quickly access the most important 
functions and subsides (e.g. bookmarks or »Create new proposal«). The activities (at the bottom) help by displaying what is going on in the system.
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A proposal in the voting stage: users can decide to vote for/against the proposal or delegate their own voice to another system member.
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In the overview proposals can be filtered by tags (e.g. economics or health) and stages (e.g. new proposals or results). Users may switch between a common list or a graphical overview (like in 
the screenshot above).  
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This map is a summary of the most possible scenarios around 
the Afghan conflict and therewith gives an overview about the 
main problems around the conflict.  This  infographic plot was 
created together with Karen Hentschel and Marc Tiedemann 
during the winter semester 2010 at the University of Applied Sci-
ences in Potsdam [FH Potsdam]. It was part of  a lecture called 
»Politics Visualization« which was supervised by Prof. Boris 
Müller. After an intensive research period and several interviews 
with some of the most important Afghan experts in Germany we 
figured out that there are plenty of possible scenarios depending 

on western troops and strategies. Consequently we started to 
design an overview with the most possible scenarios to help peo-
ple to understand the consequences of a troop withdrawal out 
of Afghanistan. The map can be purchased online and is used 
in  schools and universities world wide for education purposes. 
Meanwhile it has been translated into other languages and was 
printed in several infographic books. The project was completely 
done as a team. More information [in English] under: 
www.theAfghanConflict.de   

A map of  possible scenarios
The Afghan Conflict

http://design.fh-potsdam.de/
http://www.theafghanconflict.de
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«COIN» – Counter-Insurgency
Close collaboration with the Afghan people. 
Living, fighting and protecting the territory 
together. The loyalty of civilians increases. 

Struggling with Complicated Terrain 
Terrorist groups cannot be stopped or 
located with the help of conventional ground 
troops because of difficult terrain, with 
mountains up to 8000 m.

Pushing the Forces Back
Terrorists create an increase in probable 
assumed danger forcing western-troops to 
stay in their bases – they leave in armored 
vehicles only. 

High Death-Toll
While being on patrol, and often unarmed, 
they are an easy target for terrorists.

Air Strikes
Air strikes are used instead of infantry 
troops, but they increase civilian casualties 
and deaths.

Cultural Problems
The occupying forces violate the private space 
the way it was defined by the local culture 
and fuel hatred towards themselves.

Increase of Civil Casualties Pakistan Gains Control 
Taliban cells severely weakened or 
completely wiped out.

Hide in Pakistan
Neighboring states allow terrorists to hide 
within their borders and deny western forces 
entry.

No Qualified Soldiers  
Lack of qualified soldiers. 

Mistrust in Future
No belief in the possibility of an official 
executive and/or government amongst 
the people. Fears of revenge coming 
from religious extremists.

Taliban Undercut Army/!PoliceCorruption 
Members get corrupt in 
their positions. 

SUPPORT OF A LOCAL AFGHAN EXECUT IVE STABLE AFGHAN EXECUTIVE POWER
Afghan police and army can defend and protect their people

WEAK AFGHAN ARMY

Pakistan is Completely Under 
the Sway of the Taliban
Taliban gains more influence in Pakistan because of 
the existing public support and some institutions – 
the existing system collapses.

Long and Enduring War
Terrorist forces gain power 
and support in tribal areas 
near the Afghan border.

Pakistan Collapses
Since the Taliban are strongly connected to the 
Pashtun, drastic measures might cause a riot.

Anti-Americanism
Causes growing support for terrorist
groups – an increase in new recruits. No Effects

All efforts have no effect. And the Taliban stay 
as strong in Pakistan as before.

Pakistan Focus on Taliban 
Pakistan takes drastic measures in fighting 
the Taliban and minimizing their influence 
especially in the Tribal Areas near the Afghan 
border.

All Goals Fulfilled
A stable government secures the basic 
elements necessary for quality of life for the 
majority of the Afghan people and can protect 
them from any uprising forces.
Eventually the economy strengthens and 
cultural and social life recovers completely.

Terrorism Eliminated
The terrorist forces seem to be destroyed 
but it is unsure if they will be able to 
regenerate and if a weak Afghanistan will be 
able to survive for a long time.

Fallback
Money runs out, and/or too many people are 
dying, which pressures the Allied Forces 
including the ISAF to withdraw their troops, 
and leave Afghanistan in a disastrous 
situation, which will greatly effect the whole 
Middle Eastern area. 

Rebuilding the Infrastructure
Such as water reserves and networks, 

streets, schools and hospitals.

CIVIL HELP

Sabotage Corruption

Rebuilding the Economy
And supporting alternative ways of 
economic development.

NATION BUILDING

No Basic Safety
A very low security level makes all
further steps in social development 

impossible.

AFGHANISTAN RECOVERS 
Situation calms down (e.g. parties are worn out
by the war and are willing to make compromises)

Staying with Karsai
The current president is able to recover 
the faith of the people after lossing it by 
corruption issues while the last election.

Failed
No leader found, the election is 
rigged or swayed by corruption.

A New Election 
A democratic election based on the
existing constitution.

Negotiation with the Taliban
As long as the Taliban remain strong, 
negotiations are necessary.

Integrate the Taliban
Establish as an official party or as 
part of other existing parties.
.

Loya Djirga
Is a grand assembly of tribal elders who 
come together to discuss national, 
political or emergency matters.

The Taliban Take Over the System
New government based on Muslim or Islamic law, known as 
Sharia, will be established, it will not conform to the human 
rights conventions. The body of law based on the Kuran and the 
religion of Islam regulates civil and criminal justice system as 
well as individual conduct and personal morals – the religious 
texts become the law.

No Trust in GovernmentNo Resources
Due to lack of infrastructure and depleted 
resources Afghanistan is one of the poorest 
countries in the world. 80% of the Afghans are 
working in farming – the industrial output is 
miniscule. 

GLOBAL QUALITY OF LIFE INCREASES
Domestic situation becomes stable and agreements can be made.

PUBLIC SUPPORT AND TRUST GOVERNMENT

LEAVING LEAVING LEAVING

LEAVING

£

2010
There are XXXX soldiers stationed in Afghanistan and XXXX Zivial Helpers. 
With already XXX death soldiers XXX Taliban and aprox XXXXX Zivillian.

ENFORCING THE FIGHT AGAINST TERRORISM ALLIED FORCES ASSERT CONTROL
Taliban cells (severely) weakened or wiped out of Afghanistan.

SITUATION REMAINS UNSTABLESITUATION REMAINS UNSTABLE

£ £ £

Goverment Cannot Keep Control
 

Taliban Gain Power in Pakistan
With a good infrastructure and an increase of 
power in Afghanistan the invigorated Taliban infiltrates 
the Pakistani government. They might also get and use 
Pakistan’s atomic bomb.

   

THE PLACED GOVERNMENT REMAINS STABLETHE INSTITUTED GOVERNMENT REMAINS STABLE

No Terror-Observation
Weak readiness for terror-prevention or 
fighting against terrorist groups.    

Fragile Tribal System
The tribes are not able to withstand 
the Taliban.

TRIBAL SYSTEM
The traditional Afghan tribal system 
resurfaces. A stable tribal system could 
stabilize Afghanistan. The treatment of 
human rights is unpredictable.

Fails

Breeding Ground
This uncertain situation offers a breeding 
ground for terrorism.

Taliban Gain Power

Armistice
Fighting parties are able to find an 
amicable solution. 

Terrorism
Afghanistan becomes a base for any kind of 
terrorism including Al-Qaida.

Rising Taliban Power
The Taliban gain influence and control over the
majority of Afghanistan. Their command could 
lead to a well controlled and stable country but 
the past has shown that it is based on fear and 
a major violation of human rights.

Terrorism

Rising Taliban Power

Strong Tribal System
Tribal elders are too powerful - the 
Taliban cannot usurp command.

CIVIL WAR
Tribal leaders and warlords start fighting 
amongst each other over power and territory 
– extreme rise in civilian casualties.

RERURN OF THE TALIBAN
The Taliban return and gain power in parts or throughout Afghanistan.

LEAVE

THE AFGHAN CONFLICT.   
A MAP OF POSSIBLE SCENARIOS.

Taliban Gain Power in Pakistan

TALIBAN

TRIBAL-SYSTEM

CIVI L WAR
The country remains conflicted and at war with no single party – not 
even the Taliban, the tribe leaders or the warlords being able to gain 
power. It is very likely that the state will not be able to survive and 
retain its current borders.

Taliban gain power in parts or throughout Afghanistan.

TODAY

LEAVE

STAY

The complete map in overview shows what could happen if the troops stay or leave Afghanistan. 
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«COIN» – Counter-Insurgency
Close collaboration with the Afghan people. 
Living, fighting and protecting the territory 
together. The loyalty of civilians increases. 

Struggling with Complicated Terrain 
Terrorist groups cannot be stopped or 
located with the help of conventional ground 
troops because of difficult terrain, with 
mountains up to 8000 m.

Pushing the Forces Back
Terrorists create an increase in probable 
assumed danger forcing western-troops to 
stay in their bases – they leave in armored 
vehicles only. 

High Death-Toll
While being on patrol, and often unarmed, 
they are an easy target for terrorists.

Air Strikes
Air strikes are used instead of infantry 
troops, but they increase civilian casualties 
and deaths.

Cultural Problems
The occupying forces violate the private space 
the way it was defined by the local culture 
and fuel hatred towards themselves.

Increase of Civil Casualties Pakistan Gains Control 
Taliban cells severely weakened or 
completely wiped out.

Hide in Pakistan
Neighboring states allow terrorists to hide 
within their borders and deny western forces 
entry.

No Qualified Soldiers  
Lack of qualified soldiers. 

Mistrust in Future
No belief in the possibility of an official 
executive and/or government amongst 
the people. Fears of revenge coming 
from religious extremists.

Taliban Undercut Army/!PoliceCorruption 
Members get corrupt in 
their positions. 

SUPPORT OF A LOCAL AFGHAN EXECUT IVE STABLE AFGHAN EXECUTIVE POWER
Afghan police and army can defend and protect their people

WEAK AFGHAN ARMY

Pakistan is Completely Under 
the Sway of the Taliban
Taliban gains more influence in Pakistan because of 
the existing public support and some institutions – 
the existing system collapses.

Long and Enduring War
Terrorist forces gain power 
and support in tribal areas 
near the Afghan border.

Pakistan Collapses
Since the Taliban are strongly connected to the 
Pashtun, drastic measures might cause a riot.

Anti-Americanism
Causes growing support for terrorist
groups – an increase in new recruits. No Effects

All efforts have no effect. And the Taliban stay 
as strong in Pakistan as before.

Pakistan Focus on Taliban 
Pakistan takes drastic measures in fighting 
the Taliban and minimizing their influence 
especially in the Tribal Areas near the Afghan 
border.

All Goals Fulfilled
A stable government secures the basic 
elements necessary for quality of life for the 
majority of the Afghan people and can protect 
them from any uprising forces.
Eventually the economy strengthens and 
cultural and social life recovers completely.

Terrorism Eliminated
The terrorist forces seem to be destroyed 
but it is unsure if they will be able to 
regenerate and if a weak Afghanistan will be 
able to survive for a long time.

Fallback
Money runs out, and/or too many people are 
dying, which pressures the Allied Forces 
including the ISAF to withdraw their troops, 
and leave Afghanistan in a disastrous 
situation, which will greatly effect the whole 
Middle Eastern area. 

Rebuilding the Infrastructure
Such as water reserves and networks, 

streets, schools and hospitals.

CIVIL HELP

Sabotage Corruption

Rebuilding the Economy
And supporting alternative ways of 
economic development.

NATION BUILDING

No Basic Safety
A very low security level makes all
further steps in social development 

impossible.

AFGHANISTAN RECOVERS 
Situation calms down (e.g. parties are worn out
by the war and are willing to make compromises)

Staying with Karsai
The current president is able to recover 
the faith of the people after lossing it by 
corruption issues while the last election.

Failed
No leader found, the election is 
rigged or swayed by corruption.

A New Election 
A democratic election based on the
existing constitution.

Negotiation with the Taliban
As long as the Taliban remain strong, 
negotiations are necessary.

Integrate the Taliban
Establish as an official party or as 
part of other existing parties.
.

Loya Djirga
Is a grand assembly of tribal elders who 
come together to discuss national, 
political or emergency matters.

The Taliban Take Over the System
New government based on Muslim or Islamic law, known as 
Sharia, will be established, it will not conform to the human 
rights conventions. The body of law based on the Kuran and the 
religion of Islam regulates civil and criminal justice system as 
well as individual conduct and personal morals – the religious 
texts become the law.

No Trust in GovernmentNo Resources
Due to lack of infrastructure and depleted 
resources Afghanistan is one of the poorest 
countries in the world. 80% of the Afghans are 
working in farming – the industrial output is 
miniscule. 

GLOBAL QUALITY OF LIFE INCREASES
Domestic situation becomes stable and agreements can be made.

PUBLIC SUPPORT AND TRUST GOVERNMENT

LEAVING LEAVING LEAVING

LEAVING

£

2010
There are XXXX soldiers stationed in Afghanistan and XXXX Zivial Helpers. 
With already XXX death soldiers XXX Taliban and aprox XXXXX Zivillian.

ENFORCING THE FIGHT AGAINST TERRORISM ALLIED FORCES ASSERT CONTROL
Taliban cells (severely) weakened or wiped out of Afghanistan.

SITUATION REMAINS UNSTABLESITUATION REMAINS UNSTABLE

£ £ £

Goverment Cannot Keep Control
 

Taliban Gain Power in Pakistan
With a good infrastructure and an increase of 
power in Afghanistan the invigorated Taliban infiltrates 
the Pakistani government. They might also get and use 
Pakistan’s atomic bomb.

   

THE PLACED GOVERNMENT REMAINS STABLETHE INSTITUTED GOVERNMENT REMAINS STABLE

No Terror-Observation
Weak readiness for terror-prevention or 
fighting against terrorist groups.    

Fragile Tribal System
The tribes are not able to withstand 
the Taliban.

TRIBAL SYSTEM
The traditional Afghan tribal system 
resurfaces. A stable tribal system could 
stabilize Afghanistan. The treatment of 
human rights is unpredictable.

Fails

Breeding Ground
This uncertain situation offers a breeding 
ground for terrorism.

Taliban Gain Power

Armistice
Fighting parties are able to find an 
amicable solution. 

Terrorism
Afghanistan becomes a base for any kind of 
terrorism including Al-Qaida.

Rising Taliban Power
The Taliban gain influence and control over the
majority of Afghanistan. Their command could 
lead to a well controlled and stable country but 
the past has shown that it is based on fear and 
a major violation of human rights.

Terrorism

Rising Taliban Power

Strong Tribal System
Tribal elders are too powerful - the 
Taliban cannot usurp command.

CIVIL WAR
Tribal leaders and warlords start fighting 
amongst each other over power and territory 
– extreme rise in civilian casualties.

RERURN OF THE TALIBAN
The Taliban return and gain power in parts or throughout Afghanistan.

LEAVE

Taliban Gain Power in Pakistan

TALIBAN

TRIBAL-SYSTEM

CIVI L WAR
The country remains conflicted and at war with no single party – not 
even the Taliban, the tribe leaders or the warlords being able to gain 
power. It is very likely that the state will not be able to survive and 
retain its current borders.

Taliban gain power in parts or throughout Afghanistan.

TODAY

LEAVE

STAY

The scenarios when the troops stay. 
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The last check before shipping ...

»The Afghan conflict« was published in several books in Europe and China. The project was presented  on many blogs and online plattforms  [e.g. VisualComplex-
ity and InformationIsBeautiful.net].

Detail of the printed map



zurück

Einleitung ImpressumLegende
Explaining the controversy about the German school reform
Politikatlas Schulreform

The German Vodafone-Stiftung [foundation] assigned us to 
develop a web accessible explanation of the German school sys-
tem and the current reforms. The project was initiated by Max 
Steinbeis. In cooperation with him, our team [Karen Hentschel, 
Marc Tiedemann and me] developed a playful and interactive 
infographic. Max Steinbeis was responsible for the texts and the 
correctness with regard to content. Marc, Karen and I developed 
the concept and the graphics. Coding was done by Christoph 
Steinlehner. The project was exclusively launched in September 

2011 by one of the biggest German newspapers »Die Welt« [The 
World] in its print edition and online. One week later the Frank-
furter Allgemeine Zeitung [Germans newspaper with the highest 
circulation abroad] got a customized version and presented the 
project for weeks on their first page online. »Politikatlas Schul-
reform« earned a lot of acclamation especially from education 
experts. Watch the project live and in color but only in German: 
http://politikatlas.de/schulreform

http://politikatlas.de/schulreform


Die Grundschüler lernen bis zur 6. Klasse gemeinsam. 
Danach gibt eine gemeinsame weiterführende Schule für alle.  
Daneben bleibt aber das Gymnasium bestehen.

BERLIN

Wenn die Eltern finden, ihr Kind sollte aufs 
Gymnasium, dann können sie es dort anmelden. 
Die Meinung der Grundschule bindet sie nicht. 

ELTERN ENTSCHEIDEN

Die Beratung ist rechtlich verpflichtend.

BERATUNG

zurück

Einleitung ImpressumLegende

The school system in Berlin. User can hover about different »stations« of the process. 



Die Grundschule ist nicht starr auf vier Jahre 
ausgelegt. Je nach Eigenheit kann ein Kind die 
ersten beiden Grundschulklassen in ein, zwei oder 
drei Jahren durchlaufen. Die Grundschuldauer 
verkürzt bzw. verlängert sich entsprechend.

FLEXIBLE GRUNDSCHULDAUER

zurück

Einleitung ImpressumLegende

View on the primary school in the »flexible time model«with its problems which are indicated by a little question pin.



Nach dem klassischen gegliederten Schulsystem kommen diejeni-
gen Schüler, die anschließend in die Berufsausbildung gehen 
wollen, nach der Grundschule auf die Hauptschule. Diejenigen, die 
qualifiziertere Berufe anstreben, gehen in die Realschule. Und 
solche, die an der Universität studieren wollen, gehen ins Gymnasi-
um.

Die unterschiedlichen Schularten sollen der Unterschiedlichkeit der 
Kinder gerecht werden: Manche lernen schneller, manche langsa-
mer. Wenn die einen sich schon langweilen, kommen andere bereits 
nicht mehr mit. Das will man verhindern, indem man homogene 
Klassen aus mehr oder weniger gleich leistungsfähigen Kindern 
bildet, damit diese sich nicht wechselseitig in ihrer Lernentwicklung 
stören. 

Diese Sortierung muss nicht fürs ganze Leben gelten:
Bei guten Leistungen können auch Haupt- und Realschüler später 
noch höhere Abschlüsse bis zum Abitur erreichen.

GEGLIEDERT LERNEN

Die Wahl einer Schulart ist eine Entscheidung, die 
möglicherweise das ganze Leben prägt - kann man das 
verlangen? Kann man überhaupt bei Kindern in 
diesem Alter schon sagen, wie leistungsfähig sie später 
sein werden und auf welcher Schulart sie am besten 
aufgehoben sein werden? Was, wenn sie sich später 
noch entwickeln? 

PROBLEM ? LÖSUNG !

GEMEINSAM LERNEN
UND GYMNASIUM

GESAMTSCHULE

LÄNGER GEMEINSAM 
LERNEN

zurück

Einleitung FeedbackLegende Impressum
»Separated learning« with an open problem bubble and  possible solutions



Douglas Engelbart was an important inventor and computer 
pioneer who is best known for his invention of the computer 
mouse. In 1968 he also came up with the chord keyset which 
allows the user to write with the left hand while using the right 
one to control a PC mouse. With old pictures and video mate-
rial I reconstructed the original chords to write with the keyset. 
I used these combination and put them in a grid. Every letter 
consits of 5 »pixel« while each »pixel« represents a keyset but-
ton. The letters in the grid are ordered in vertical lines. So it is 

possible to decode the visualization and read the text.  With the 
help of another color or saturation for every second vertical line 
the text can be written from the upper left corner to the downer 
right one. At the end of the project I realized a little java-based 
program to demonstrate the writing-effect.  This visualization 
was a free short term work in 2008. I just put it back to my Port-
folio as a small homage to one of the greatest visionaries in our 
times who died in 2013.  

A visualization based on an idea of Douglas C. Engelbart
Chord Text
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The chord keyset Top: Douglas Engelbart during a video demo in 1968
Bottom: The keyset, an ordinary keyboard and a pretty old mouse
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① ② ③

① ② ③

How does the text become readable? 
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An example text of E. Tufte (in the encoded version on top) and an analysis of the used fingers



EcoDrive is a gadget that illustrates how economically and ef-
ficiently a specific car is used in contrast to other cars. It uses a 
comparison scale and several other indicators to let the user re-
flect about the energy and money consumption of the car which 
are affected by driving skills and the usage of available seats in 
the car. The comparison indicator provides a direct social feed-
back and allows the user to reconsider about his/her behavior 
during the time of action. Further that the crosslinking creates a 

social network for cars that offers a new kind of social challenge. 
The user is put under pressure to act more ecologically respon-
sible when other drivers improve their driving skills and start 
carpools. The project was realized during my abroad studies at 
the University of Sydney in the class »Human Computer Interac-
tion« led by Prof. Andy Dong. 
A video can be watched under: http://vimeo.com/16827687

How do you drive? 
EcoDrive

http://sydney.edu.au/courses/Bachelor-of-Design-Computing
http://vimeo.com/16827687


If the user drives jerky and ac-
celerates uneconomically the 
EcoDrive »becomes angry«. The 
negative feedback increases if the 
user drives mostly alone. 

The comparison scale on the left 
side of the gadget gives positive 
feedback to the driver. 
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� Kooperationsprojekt FHP & RECARO

Designing for Aircraft Seats  

Pauline Tonhauser | Diana Bremer 
Pierre La Baume  |     Omer Yosha  

Aircraft seat remotes (Cooperation project FHP & RECARO)
Fasten your seat belt please

During 2009 the FH Potsdam and RECARO, one of the leading 
companies for aircraft seats, started a cooperation-project.  In 
small teams (2 interaction and 2 product designer) we developed 
new interfaces and seat environments. This project combines a 
lot of different design disciplines such as usability, coding, shape 
and interaction. Our group project became one of RECAROs fa-
vorites and thus we continued with the work after the official end 

of the semester. Finally we presented it to the executive suite of 
RECARO in Schwäbisch Hall after finishing some working pro-
totypes. I was mainly responsible for concept, usability, UX- and 
interface design but organized and supported the other group 
members with their tasks as well. 

http://design.fh-potsdam.de/
http://www.recaro-as.com/


Testing the potential user group 
with the new functions in an 
aircraft seat. 
I was integrated in all design 
steps except the manufacturing 
part of the product. In coopera-
tion with Omer Yosha (interface 
design student),  I programmed 
some prototypes while I created  
and tested the product and our 
interface prototypes with Diana 
Bremer and Pauline Tonhauser.

Paper prototyping with some test 
persons for a new remote.

We learned a lot about user 
experience and differences in 
human computer interaction 
between younger and older 
probands.



Prototype Design
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Paulina tests the interface in an original RECARO seat.



Filmmuseum Interactive
Interactive exhibits for the Potsdamer Museum of Cinema 

The Filmmuseum Potsdam is an institution in Potsdam and a 
popular exhibition for many visitors of the beautiful capital of 
the state Brandenburg in Germany. During 2011 Mandy Hoff-
mann, Jana Kühl and Jula Lakritz were asked to create three 
interactive stations for the permanent exhibition of the museum. 
The first station is the Casting Box where visitors can experi-
ence how it feels to be an actor in a casting situation. Within the 
second station it is possible to combinate, cut and order different 
movie snippets to understand the importance of composition in 

a movie. The third box is the Sound Box. Three different func-
tions can be used here: 1. Sing karaoke together with a star in 
a famous movie song.  2. Change sound and music of a movie 
scene and find out how music influrence the movie. 3. Be the 
composer of an orchestra.  
I was asked to support the team during the concept stage. 
More info about the Filmmuseum: Filmmuseum-Potsdam.de
The documentation (in German) with videos can be visited here: 
Filmmuseum Interaktiv

http://www.filmmuseum-potsdam.de
http://interface.fh-potsdam.de/FilmmuseumInteraktiv/


Sound Box
By changing music and sound 
the visitor can play around with 
the outcome of a movie scene. 

The Cut Box 
User can change the order of sin-
gle snippets to get the impression 
of the cutters important work. 



Interface and Service Design for Volkswagen
The Logbook 

For and within the team of the interaction design studio (ixds) in 
Berlin I helped to designed a service for a driver‘s taxation log-
book in Volkswagen (VW) cars. During a co-creation innovation 
process with several users and relevant stakeholder (from within 
VW and outside) we helped VW to create a new understanding 

of their business model and develop a user friendly experience 
for their customer. The final concept was shown in a neat trick 
film animation with great illustrations of Thomas Manig.

http://www.ixds.de
http://www.volkswagen.com
http://www.thomasmanig.com/


Autonomous robots on a mulitouch table tell data stories about fears in Europe
ANGST - An odyssey to euphopia

This project is an interactive application for a multitouch table 
and an approach to visualize fears within the European context. 
The user has the possibility to arrange his personal expedition by 
using various haptic artifacts, which can be placed on the table. 
While each placeable cube adds one specific fear on the map 
of Europe, the moving robots (KATER) highlight cross border 
similarities and start a quest for patterns and backgrounds of Eu-
ropean fears. The project was an approach to find new possibili-
ties to deal with massive data accumulation and explain complex 
coherence in a narrative way. Further that we studied how user 

interacts with autonomous driving robots on a multitouch table. 
The concept was mainly invented in a team by Lino Teuteberg, 
Christoph Steinleihner and me. Stefan Herrman and Max Elver-
feld worked on the technical realization of the robots. Besides 
the concept I was responsible for the robot design, data base 
queries (with Christoph) and the interaction design (with Lino). 
»Angst« was part of our class in the winter semester 2009/2010 
at the FH Potsdam. More information plus video:  www.angstpro-
ject.com

http://design.fh-potsdam.de
http://www.angstproject.com/
http://www.angstproject.com/
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KATER 1 explores a country and shows different facts related to a chosen fear
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KATER found a hint related to a fact or fear in another country
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The table on the 11th International Architecture Exhibition of the Venice Biennale 
with its initiative project »mæve« 

We used the »mæve  table«  (self constructed table by the University of Applied Sci-
ences Potsdam) for our fear project



Share your smartphone movement profile on an interactive table 
LiquiData

LiquiData is a multitouch table application to explore your 
personal movement profile and to show other people engaging 
places by adding photos and comments with the help of your 
smartphone. It can be seen as a rating system that offers people 
the possibility to discover new spots in an unknown surround-
ing e.g. during a city visit. Although a smartphone is not neces-
sary to interact with the system, it offers you the possibility to 
give insights to your movements through the city and lets you 

compare your mental map with the reality. For instance, this 
system could give guests of a hotel (-lobby) the option to share 
their walked trails and show other visitors their favorite coffee 
shops or parks. The project was implemented during the sum-
mer term of 2011 at the University of Applied Sciences in Potsdam 
in the course »Graspable Maps« supervised by Till Nagel. An 
elaborated online documentation with video is available online: 
http://www.liquidata.org 

http://design.fh-potsdam.de
http://www.liquidata.org
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Selection to watch the photos on a specific spot
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A user drags and drops a comment from the table to the smartphone
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Via the circle element user can navigate through the available content e.g. comments at a location. This screen was created during the development to explain the concept. 



An explorative fulldome projection
Wikiphilia

Wikiphilia is a 360° projection exploring the Wikipedia struc-
ture in a visual and interactive way. The result is an expert tool 
for Wikipedia adherents to see the relevance of linked articles to 
a chosen person in an entertaining system. The used location for 
the Wikiphilia project was the planetarium Urania in Potsdam 
(Germany). 

Idea, design and elaboration was realized by Dimitar Ruszev and 
Pierre La Baume. Wikiphilia was generated during the summer 
semester 2011 in the class »Immersive Data Visualization« at the 
FH Potsdam under the supervision of Prof. Boris Müller.

http://design.fh-potsdam.de
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The submission of a new personality leads to an explosion which ...
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... shows releated articles to the selected person.



Photography, graphic design and typography
Analog Media Projects

For more than 10 years I have been having a deep affection for 
graphic design and handcrafted works aside my digital world. I 
admire great photography, well designed fonts, books and hand-
crafted prints. Some of my personal creations in this area are 
summarized on the following pages  ...
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1/1  »Low Light Drama« is a photo series photographed in the streets of Sydney. It consists of five photographs which were taken with an anlalog camera at night and tells the story of  
 an insanely jealous young woman ...
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1/1 This work is a series of 3 photo-collages which were created exclusive in the darkroom at the University of Sydney and show the manipulation of negatives. Different  
 techniques were used to combine and layer x-ray scans with negatives and typographic elements. Subject of the class was »The manipulation of the face«
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1/2 »Le Gothique Sept« My first own typeface. It was created in 2008 under the supervision of typograph Lucas de Groot [Thesis, Calibri, TheSans and others]
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2/2 Detail shot of »Le Gothique Sept«



Thanks for watching. 

This portfolio is public and still some projects do not appear because of NDA issues but I am glad that I am allowed to show some 
of them in personal meetings. If you have any questions or would like to see more of my work please do not hesitate to contact me.

info@labaume.de


